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Silicon Labs Launches Industry's First High-Speed Multi-Channel PLC Input Isolators
New Si838x Digital Isolators Outperform and Outlive Outmoded Optocouplers in Programmable Logic Controllers for Factory
Automation
AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) has introduced the industry's first high-speed, multichannel digital isolators designed to meet the demands of programmable logic controller (PLC) applications. The new
Si838x PLC field input isolator family offers an unmatched combination of high-speed channels (up to 2 Mbps), exceptional
channel integration (up to eight channels per device), bipolar input flexibility, high noise immunity and 2.5k VRMS safety
isolation. The Si838x family provides a purpose-built solution for PLC applications including industrial I/O modules, computer
numerical control (CNC) machines and servo motor control. The Si838x isolators are also ideal for process automation
controllers (PACs) used in distributed process control systems.
This Smart News Release features multimedia. View the full release here:
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160803005019/en/
Get all the details about Silicon Labs'
Si838x PLC field input isolators including
product pricing and availability,
development tools and data sheets at
www.silabs.com/isolation.

Silicon Labs' Si838x PLC field input isolators offer superior solution for
programmable logic controllers. (Photo: Business Wire)

Widely deployed in harsh factory floor
environments, PLCs must be robust and
compact. Many PLC designs scale up to
128 channels and have multiple high-speed
inputs. While optocouplers have provided
the default isolation solution for decades,
they present major challenges to PLC
designers. Lacking high-speed capabilities,
optos are not fast enough for highperformance PLC applications such as
servo motor control. Optos also lack high
noise immunity, and their performance
degrades over time and temperature,
posing reliability risks in high-temperature
industrial applications. The Si838x family
addresses these challenges for the first
time by providing a flexible, high-speed,
multi-channel bipolar isolation solution in a
compact QSOP package with much longer

service life and higher reliability than opto-based solutions.
Silicon Labs' Si838x isolators are highly integrated single-chip devices providing eight channels of 24 V digital field
interface. This high level of integration enables significant bill of materials (BOM) and board space savings in PLC designs.
By "daisy chaining" 16 Si838x isolators in a system design, developers can create PLCs with up to 128 channels supported
by a single serial peripheral interface (SPI) port on the system's embedded processor.
The controller interface can be eight parallel channels or a four-port SPI. Developers can configure the SPI for on-the-fly
programming for custom de-bounce of noisy signals and for daisy chaining to support high-channel-density PLC designs.
An optional de-bounce filter is either pre-programmed in a parallel configuration or programmable in a serial-out
configuration.
Leveraging Silicon Labs' groundbreaking CMOS-based LED emulator technology, the Si838x isolators feature a flexible

bipolar input capability that gives developers a choice of sinking or sourcing inputs. The LED emulator input circuit supports
up to eight sinking or sourcing inputs in a single isolator device with no power supply required on the field side. The output
interface to the controller supports low-power operation with 2.25 V operation capability.
The Si838x isolators provide a high-speed capability of 1 MHz (2 Mbps), which is essential for servo motor control
applications. The isolators also offer best-in-class noise immunity on high-speed channels (50 kV/µs CMTI typical) to
enhance system reliability.
"Silicon Labs' Si838x family addresses the unique challenges of PLC design by offering a compact, multi-channel, highspeed digital isolation solution," said Ross Sabolcik, vice president of power products at Silicon Labs. "PLC developers can
now easily migrate their optocoupler-based designs to state-of-the-art digital isolation technology providing the benefits of
higher performance, greater design flexibility, higher channel density and long-term reliability."
Si838x PLC Field Input Isolator Family Highlights


Bipolar input capability offers flexible design options for sinking or sourcing PLC inputs



Up to 8 channels in one package reduces board space for compact PLC designs



High-speed 2 Mbps channels enable reliable servo motor control



High noise immunity (50 kV/µs CMTI on high-speed channels) ensures reliable operation



Parallel or SPI interface provides flexible design options



Single SPI port supports 128 channels with 16 Si838x devices, saving control I/O pins



User-programmable de-bounce capability using SPI



2.25-5.5 V VDD capability reduces power consumption for low-power controller interface



Integrated 2.5k VRMS safety rated isolation

Pricing and Availability
Samples and production quantities of the Si838x PLC field input isolators are available now in a compact 20-QSOP
package. Si838x family pricing in 10,000-unit quantities begins at $1.91 (USD.) To simplify PLC application development,
Silicon Labs offers the Si838xISO-KIT evaluation kit priced at $29.00 (USD MSRP). To purchase product samples and
development tools, visit www.silabs.com/isolation.
Connect with Silicon Labs
Follow Silicon Labs at http://news.silabs.com/, at http://blog.silabs.com/, on Twitter at http://twitter.com/siliconlabs, on
LinkedIn at http://www.linkedin.com/company/silicon-labs and on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/siliconlabs.
Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for the Internet of Things, Internet
infrastructure, industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. We solve the electronics industry's toughest
problems, providing customers with significant advantages in performance, energy savings, connectivity and design
simplicity. Backed by our world-class engineering teams with unsurpassed software and mixed-signal design expertise,
Silicon Labs empowers developers with the tools and technologies they need to advance quickly and easily from initial idea
to final product. www.silabs.com
Cautionary Language
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These forwardlooking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could impact Silicon Labs' financial
results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements, please refer to Silicon
Labs' filings with the SEC. Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Note to editors: Silicon Labs, Silicon Laboratories, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon Labs logo
are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks of their respective
holders.
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